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UPDATE ON METROLINK'S NEW TICKET VENDING MACHINE
(TVM) AND MOBILE TICKETING APPLICATION (APP) EFFORTS

ISSUE

Southern California Regional Rail Authority (Metrolink) Directors Michael D. Antonovich
and Paul Krekorian issued a motion (Attachment A) for a review of an implementation
strategy to allow Metrolink to work through Metro to acquire Ticket Vending Machines
(TVMs) on an expedited schedule. A separate motion (Attachment B) was issued by
MetrolinkDirectors Michael D. Antonovich and Don Knabe to ensure the mobile ticketing
app is TAP compatible to ensure customers can transfer through the Metro rail fare
gates.
DISCUSSION

At the May 21, 2015 System Safety, Security and Operations Committee meeting,
Metro staff provided an oral update on Metro and Metrolink TVM Upgrade Efforts
(Attachment C). On June 8, 2015, Metrolink staff provided Metro's Board Deputies an
overview of their existing fare collection system (FCS) and options for a new FCS. At
the Metrolink June 12, 2015 Board meeting a status on their fare collection approach
(Attachment D) was provided with the following options:

Options

TVM Replacement Options
Build a retail network for cash
sales (Paper media only- no
TAP Chip)
CrediUDebit Kiosks and retail
network (Paper media only- no
TAP Chip)
Replace Ticket Vending
Machine (TVM) (Cap & O&M),
(Dispenses TAP fare media)
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2
3

4

Consider whatever option is
chosen by the Board, LA
stations can maintain and add
option to include: TVM that
accept Cash, CrediU Debit
payment and dispenses TAP
tickets. (Request from
Supervisor Antonovich )

Schedule
(Months)
15-24

Estimated Cost
{Millions)
$1-2

15-24

$4-6

12

$40 over 10 yrs.

•

•

TVM RFP
Release in 30
days
Proposals due
60 days after
release

TBD
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Mobile Application and Bar Code Reader Technology
Metrolink has contracted with Masabi to develop a mobile application that includes the
use of visual and bar codes tickets. The bar codes can be read by scanners. To
ensure that Metrolink riders can access Metro's gates, Metrolink and Metro staff will be
working together to test this technology on Metro's fare gates. An initial rollout of the
mobile app is scheduled for Summer with full implementation planned for January 2016.

NEXT STEPS
•

•
•

Metrolink staff will return to their Board with their findings next month. Staff
expects to release their TVM RFP within 30 days with proposals due in 60 days
after RFP release.
Metrolink expects to begin rolling out mobile ticketing by Summer 2015 with a full
implementation by January 2016.
Metro will work with Metrolink on a QR code demonstration project. If
demonstration is successful, Metrolink's intended strategy will include attaching
optical readers on the Metro rail fare gates and the new TVM's/Kiosks to
dispense the same media for passenger transfers.
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•

Metro will include necessary changes to Metro's mobile app procurement to
ensure future integration with Metrolink's mobile app and will continue to meet
regularly to provide support of their new TVM efforts to ensure TAP compatibility.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Board motion by Directors Michael D. Antonovich and Paul Krekorian,
Expedited Acquisition of New Ticket Vending Machines, December 12, 2014.
Attachment B: Board motion by Directors Michael D. Antonovich and Don Knabe,
Mobile Ticketing, March 13, 2015.
Attachment C: Oral Update on Metro and Metrolink Ticket TVM Upgrade Efforts, May
21 5 \ 2015.
Attachment D: Status: Fare Collection Approach, Item 19, June 12, 2015
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ATTACHMENT A

METROLINK BOARD OF DIRECTORS
December 12,2014
MOTION

Director Michael Antonovich and Director Paul Krekorian
Expedited Acquisition of New Ticket Vending Machines
The Metro! ink system is plagued by antiquated Ticket Vending Machines (TVMs) that are consistently
falling out of service and leaving passengers without means to purchase appropriate fare to ride the
train. The failure of our lVMs to provide fast and reliable fare media for our passengers has hurt the

quality of Metrolink service for our customers, decreased revenue collected, and undermined fare
enforcement efforts throughout the system.
Expediting the process by which Metrofink replaces its lVMs is vital to ensuring a greater quality of
customer service and system operations. This will resolve an Issue that has reached a crisis point on
every line throughout the system.
Metrolink and los Angeles County MTA (Metro) staffs are currently exploring the feasibility to order
new TVMs through its vendor in an expedited manner that would allow for Metrolink to equip its
stations with new TVMs months faster than a traditional procurement process would allow.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the Metrolink Board directs the CEO to provide within 30 days a full review
of an implementation strategy that would allow Metrolink to work through Metro to acquire TVMs
on an expedited schedule.
This review will include, but not be limited to, the following items:
•

A cost comparison between the set ofTVMs that could be acquired through Metro versus a
traditional procurement process

•

The potential for interoperabilitv with current fare collection methods on systems linked to
the Metrolink system

•

The potential for customization of the TVMs to allow for TAP-enabled, non-TAP enabled, and
regional fare media to be dispensed

•

A framework through which the other member jurisdictions can reimburse Metro for their
share of the TVM purchase

• ·Cost savings and efficiencies achieved through working with Metro to consolidate TVM
operating and maintenance functions

ATIACHMENTB

Metrolink Board of Directors
March 13, 2015

Item 17:
MOTION
DIRECTORS ANTONOVICH AND KNABE

MOBILE TICKETING
The introduction of mobile ticketing into the Metrolink system is a long-awaited point-ofsale option for our riders to purchase fare media to ride our system throughout our
multi-county system. In addition to relieving our dependence upon our near-obsolete
Ticket Vending Machines, mobile ticketing will allow passengers to use smartphones to
purchase tickets in a faster manner and present these digital tickets for fare inspection.
Currently, the technology to be used for mobile ticketing will not be immediately
compatible with the TAP technology Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) uses for its gates. The MTA TAP system currently uses an embedded
chip in its fare media to pass through its subway gates and board its trains and buses,
but with some modification could allow for the use of Near Field Communication (NFC)
to allow for a mobile ticket on a smartphone to be read and accepted as a valid form of
fare media.
Metrolink has had a long-standing policy to include a built-in free transfer for the MTA
system in recognition of the 50% percent of its riders that transfer onto MTA buses and
trains to get to and from their final destinations. Introducing a mobile ticketing option for
our riders without MTA upgrading its fare collection system could exclude from use of
the mobile ticketing platform the 50% of our riders who want a built-in transfer for the
MTAsystem.

Alternatively, there is also interest by our Board to provide a form of Metrolink fare
media without the built-in transfer to provide a discounted ticket for the 50% of our riders
who do not need to transfer onto the MTA system.
To best seNe all of our customers. the best approach would be to ensure that this
mobile ticketing application wilf provide ticket options for our passengers to include or
exclude a built..,in transfer to the MTA system . To

~flow for

our mobile tick~ting

application to be compatible with the MTA fare collection system, it is vital that Metrolink
work closely with MTA to determine the possibility that MTA could upgrade its TAP
system with a compatible technology that can read the Metro! ink mobile ticket for those
passengers that wish to purchase a built-in transfer.
By accommodating all of our passengers. Metrolinl<'s mobile ticketing application wilt
provide the greatest regional value and benefit for all of our passengers thoughout our
member counties.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Metrolink Board directs:
1. The CEO to ensure that the mobile ticketing application allows the option for our
passengers to purchase a form of fare that includes a built-in transfer to the MTA.
2. The CEO to work with the MTA to determine what steps MTA can take to
upgrade its current TAP system to be compatible with the planned Metrolink
mobile ticketing application.

ATTACHMENT C

Metro

~Metr~

Board Report

Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority
One Gateway Plaza
3rd Floor Board Room
Los Angeles, CA

File#: 2015-0667, Version: 1
SYSTEM, SAFETY, SECURITY AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
MAY 21,2015
ORAL UPDATE ON METRO AND METROLINK TICKET VENDING MACHINE UPGRADE
EFFORTS
DISCUSSION
SCRRA Directors Michael D. Antonovich and Paul Krekorian issued a motion (Attachment A)
directing the Metrolink CEO to provide a full review of an implementation strategy that would allow
Metrolink to work through Metro to acquire Ticket Vending Machines (TVM's} on an expedited
schedule. A separate motion (Attachment B) was issued by SCRRA Directors Michael D. Antonovich
and Don Knabe directing the CEO to ensure the Metrolink mobile ticketing application (app) is TAP
compatible and allows customers to transfer through the Metro rail station fare gates.
Support for Metrolink's TVM Procurement
Metro and Metrolink staff meet regularly to review TVM strategies to ensure Metrolink customers can
access Metro's rail station gates. The options are;
1 . Metrolink competitively procure new TVMs
2. Metrolink utilize Metro's UFS contract for replacement TVMs3. Metrolink lease TVMs
Metrolink is studying these options and others including building a retail network, hosting online sales
and cross training Metro staff to sell Metrolink fare media at Metro's East Portal Customer Center.
Concurrently, Metrolink is in the process of upgrading their current TVMs. Also considered is that if
the mobile app becomes widely used, Metrolink may decide to reduce the number of TVMs at
stations.
Support for Metrolink's Mobile Ticketing Application
Metro staff meets regularly with Metrolink to ensure Metrolink mobile app customers have access to
Metro's station gates. Many options were considered but the team narrowed the field to two.
1. This option links a TAP card to a customer's Metrolink mobile app. The customer orders a pass on
their mobile app and then links a TAP card to their mobile account The TAP card can then be used
to access Metro's gates. The cell phone display can be used to show Metrolink conductors and bus
operators of non-TAP systems their valid fare.
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2. This option consists of a Quick Response {OR) code reader system. When a customer orders a
pass using the mobile app, the cell phone generates a QR code that is read by a device. Metro fare
gates and validators would be equipped with these readers to enable entry. Metro has agreed to test
the OR system in the TAP lab. Metro is working with Metrolink to evaluate the customer impacts and
costs for both options.
Next Steps
•
•

•

Metrolink staff will provide an update on their TVM RFP at their June Board meeting .
Metrolink will provide costs for TAP card integration and QR code to ensure mobile app
customers can access Metro's station gates. Metro will work with Metrolink on a QR code
demonstration project.
Metro will include any necessary changes to Metro's mobile app procurement to ensure
possible future integration with Metrolink's mobile app.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A- Board motion by Directors Michael D. Antonovich and Paul Krekorian, Expedited
Acquisition of New Ticket Vending Machines, December 12,2014.
Attachment B- Board motion by Directors Michael D. Antonovich and Don Knabe, Mobile Ticketing,
March 13, 2015.

Prepared by: Mauro Arteaga, TAP Director. (213) 922-2953
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METRDLINI< ~

Status: Fare Collection
Approach

June 12, 2015
Board of Directors Meeting

METRO LIN I<

Requested Additional Option
{Supervisor Antonovich)
•

Considers that whatever option chosen by the Board, Los Angeles
stations can maintain and add ticket purchasing options to the
customers that would include:
- Metrolink tickets purchased by cash and credit/debit card
- TAP tickets
- If additional costs are necessary, request support from Metro
- Metro must open their technology to all vendors
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METRDLINI<

Current Fare Collection Programs
• Ticket Vending Machines (TVMs)

• Retail windows at LAUS

• Corporate passes

• Corporate Quick Cards

• School passes

• Group passes

• Special event passes

• Pass-by-mail

• Vouchers

• Raii2Rail -Amtrak Surfliner

• TAP Enabled tickets

• 60 Transfer agreements

• Flyaway tickets

• Fare table management
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METRDLINI<®

FY15 Budget

• 0 & M Current TVM Fleet- $3,000,000 Annually
• Ticket Stock- $1,600,000 Annually
• Credit Card Processing Fees- $1 ,400,000 Annually
• Revenue Collection Vendor- $350,000 Annually
• Annual Budget- Fare Collections System- $6,350,000

METRDLINI< .~

Vandalism- TVMs- past 12 months
Not-budgeted
• Number of TVMs Vandalized- 29
• Spare TVMs- minus 9
• Costs associated with vandalism- $1,000,000 (estimated)
• Cost for adding enclosures for 144 TVMs- $750,000 (estimated)
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METRDLINI<.,

Estimated Costs- New FCS System
• Mobile Ticketing Budget - $1 ,600,000 (funded)
• Fare Enforcement Handhelds- $500,000 (funded)
• MTA Gate Integration with Optical readers- $500,000 (estimated)
• Kiosks on Platforms to replace current TVMs- $2,000,000 (estimated)
• Retail Network Hardware/Software- $2,000,000 (estimated)

• 0 & M- Mobile Ticketing- $80,000 annual (in FCS Budget)
• 0 & M Retail Network I POS systems at retailers- $250,000 (estimated for parts
labor estimated at $900,000 annually- not verified)
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METRO LIN I< ~

Options to TVM Cash Sales on Platforms
OPTION 2
• Credit/Debit Kiosks and
Retail Network
vi' 15-24 months
vi' Est Cost: $4-6 million
OPTION 1
• Build Retail Network for
Cash Ticket Sales
vi' 15-24 months
vi'

Est Cost: $1-2 million

OPTION 3
• Replace TVMs
vi' 12 months
vi' Est Cost: $ 40 million
../ (Capital & 0 /M)
vi' Over 10 year life span
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METRDLINI< ~

Purchase Tickets I Options
..

~

Print From Home

Customers Phone

Onboard Sales

Kiosks

Partnerships with Amtrak, MTA and
retail outlets (Starbucks, Ralphs, etc.)
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METRDLINI<®

Optical Readers or Visual Inspection

On Board Scanners

Visual Inspection

Handheld Inspection
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METRO LIN I<®

Optical Readers for MTA Gates

https ://www.youtube. com/watch?v=vBmOppXnOis
--

-

--- - -
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METRDLINI<

Future Fare System
lonco<>ter

VISTA tnner. City Bus/ VISTA Oiai-A~ Ride
CoastaJ Express I Simi Valley Transit

Foothill Transit I Santa Clartta Transit
Antelope Valley Transit Authority
Gardena Bus Lines I City of Montebello Bus Lines
Norwalk Transit I LAOOT I Culver City Bus
Torrance Transit I Long Beach Transit
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METRDLINI<®

Recommendation: Option 2
OPTION 2
Credit/Debit Kiosks and Retail Network
15-24 months
Est Cost: $ 4-6 million

•
•
•
•
•
•

Most efficient implementation schedule
Seamless Connectivity to Mobile Back Office
Best value for capital purchase
Seamless travel using optical readers thru MTA gates
Additional uses for QR Scanner Technology securing platforms
Identified risk: Title VI -removing cash from platforms and offering thru
retail network.
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METRDLINI<®

Additional Uses for QR Code Tracking

Scena rio # 1

QR

QR

QR
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METRO LIN I<®

Additional Uses for QR Code Tracking

Scenario# 2

QR

ldl

METRO LIN I<®

The Metrolink Mission Statement
To provide an outstanding passenger experience on every ride
with safe, clean, dependable and on-time operations.

